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Editor’s note:  PASS ON EACH ISSUE OF THIS NEWSLETTER TO EVERYONE WITH  
SAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES AT YOUR COMPANY. 

 

Tree Trimming Safety 

 
Note: This is the second in a series of training sessions about tree care safety. Last 

month’s edition covered tree climbing safety, and next month’s installment will cover 

arborist PPE and other equipment. 

 

Key Points 

 Trimming or removing trees is one of the most common activities that results in fatalities 
among workers in the landscape services industry (National Institute for Occupational 
Safety and Health). Yet, underestimating the potential hazards and how quickly/severely 
someone can be injured is a typical mistake that leads to tree-trimming-related 
accidents. 

 Using sharp tools, working from heights and near electrical lines and exposure to falling 
objects (tree branches or sections) all pose significant risks. 

 However, this work can be conducted safely when proper training takes place and crew 
members, crew leaders and supervisors evaluate hazards and take the necessary 
precautions. 

 

Checklist for Employers, Supervisors and Crew Leaders 

 Per federal OSHA, have a qualified arborist (as defined in the American National 
Standard Institute’s Z133 standard) survey each worksite to identify the types of trees 
involved in the tree care work and possible hazards related to tree structure.  

 Thoroughly train employees on how to trim trees, ensure this training is understood, and 
hold training refresher/update sessions regularly. If your company does this type of work, 
rules and safe work procedures for it should be included in the company’s written safety 
policy. 

 Make sure to provide training not only from an arboricultural standpoint (how to properly 
trim a tree), but also from a safety standpoint. Train crew members to correctly and 
safely operate every tool and piece of equipment they will be required to use. Some 
additional topics often forgotten include ladder safety (if you allow employees to use 
ladders in tree-trimming applications), traffic control, and, if applicable, tree trimming in 
urban areas or at commercial sites where more people will be present.  

 Lead each crew in conducting initial and daily jobsite safety inspections/briefings to 
identify hazards and solutions for addressing them. Look for electrical lines, consider 
where debris will fall, make sure everyone is wearing the necessary PPE, assess sloped 
ground where ladders or aerial lifts will be used, determine if rigging is necessary and, if 
so, ensure workers can use it safely, note who else will be in the area (pedestrians, 
other companies’ workers, etc.), ensure traffic control for pedestrians and vehicles is in 
place and streets and sidewalks are blocked off if needed, evaluate weather conditions, 
and look for insect nests or hives. Vibrating a tree or the ground could stir them up. 
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 Re-evaluate and hold another briefing whenever something changes on the jobsite. If 
rain begins, a vehicle parks nearby, work moves to different area of the site, etc., assess 
how the change will affect safety and what related steps should be taken.  

 Ensure crew members wear high-visibility/reflective apparel in accordance with U.S. 
Department of Transportation and any state/local requirements any time they will be 
working near a roadway. Chipping trucks often are parked on street shoulders, and it is 
important for workers using them to be visible to drivers.  

 Know that many tree-trimming accidents involve ladders. If crew members need to use a 
ladder to complete a tree-trimming task, consider hiring a qualified arborist. Any time a 
worker leaves the ground, injury risks increase multiple-fold. Ladders in tree-trimming 
applications are not as safe as they seem. Manufacturers’ guidelines say to use them on 
even ground, but natural terrain is uneven. 

 Do not allow anyone to use a ladder for tree trimming unless he/she has received safety 
training not only on the particular ladder to be used, but also on using that ladder in tree-
trimming applications. The ladder should be attached to the tree, and arborist companies 
usually require workers to wear personal fall protection attached to the tree in case the 
ladder falls.  

 Do not allow employees to use metal or conductive ladders in the vicinity of overhead 
lines. Per federal OSHA, all ladders should be kept at least 10 feet away from power 
lines and other electrical equipment. For lines and equipment over 50 kV, the distance 
should be 10 feet plus 4 inches for every 10 kV over 50 kV. 

 Properly maintain ladders and all tree-trimming equipment and tools that crew members 
use. 

 Ensure aerial lifts are maintained and properly set up for use; are operated according to 
the manufacturer’s instructions and all applicable federal OSHA, state/local and ANSI 
standards; are not used as cranes to lift or hoist tree parts or material, unless designed 
for that purpose; are only used with fall protection equipment, including tie-off; and are 
kept at the minimum working distances (noted above) from electric lines. 

 

Employee Dos and Don’ts 

Do: 

 Wear appropriate clothing and PPE. Three things you should always wear when on a 
jobsite to trim trees or even shrubs are safety goggles, earmuffs or earplugs, and a 
hardhat. Also, wear long sleeves, pants, sturdy shoes with toe protection, heavy-duty 
gloves without gauntlets, a high-visibility vest or shirt if you will be working close to a 
roadway, and chain saw chaps when using a chain saw from the ground.  

 Examine all PPE, tools and equipment before each use. Pay special attention to spark 
plug caps on tools you’ll use to trim trees. The rubber caps often become worn, which 
can cause you to be shocked while using the tool. If this happens, you could drop the 
equipment, which might cut your legs or feet. 

 Bring damaged, defective or worn tools, equipment or PPE to the attention of your 
supervisor. 

 Follow all rules and safe work procedures established by your employer. If you are 
unsure of the guidelines regarding trimming trees, ask your crew leader or supervisor for 
training and for a copy of the written safety policy.  

 Establish (and mark with equipment such as cones) drop zones beneath any tree being 
trimmed. 

 Inspect trees and tree limbs for structural weakness prior to cutting.  

 If a broken tree is under pressure, determine the direction of the pressure and make 
small cuts to release it. 
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Don’t: 

 Use any tool or piece of equipment, including ladders and aerial lifts, unless you have 
been properly trained to do this in a tree-trimming application and fully understand the 
training. 

 Think you won’t get hurt using a hand saw or pole saw. New hand saw and pole saw 
blades are incredibly sharp, and injuries are on the rise. Follow all training and 
manufacturers’ recommendations on making safe cuts with these tools. 

 Lose awareness of your body in relation to cutting blades. When pruning a branch, you 
usually have the branch in one hand and a saw in the other. Workers often cut their 
fingers or thumbs when they are unaware of the location of their hand holding the 
branch. 

 Jump off ladders or climb up or down them while holding things. Use a tool belt or 
hoisting rope instead. 

 Use metal or conductive tools or ladders near electric lines. Substitute nonconductive 
devices made of wood or fiberglass. 

 Place ladders, aerial lifts, tools, equipment or your body within 10 feet of electric lines. 
For lines and equipment over 50 kV, the distance is 10 feet plus 4 inches for every 10 kV 
over 50 kV. 
 

 

Scott Jamieson, vice president of Bartlett Tree Experts and a member of the National 

Association of Landscape Professionals Safety and Risk Management Committee, 

contributed to this issue of safety tailgate training. 
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